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Maula Jatt - Pakistani Punjabi Full Movie Maula Jatt (Urdu: جٹ والَم ), is a 1979 Pakistani Punjabi language action, musical film directed. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Jump to. Maula Jatt on IMDbA California company is asking President Donald Trump’s administration to help bring back the color purple for the US flag. Purple Heart Propaganda Corp. filed a petition with the Office of Management and Budget on Wednesday
requesting an official change to the nation’s flag. “Strip away the background, remove the stars, eliminate all the red and blue, and let’s have the proud colors that can and should be in every American flag,” reads the petition. The company’s signature is that of Washington, D.C., resident Derek Serbini, a US Marine who served in both Iraq and Afghanistan. His original idea for the flag was “just purple with no fill or stripes,” but the company

says it wants to submit another proposal for “the simple yet authoritative representation of the United States of America.” According to the petition, the new flag design is meant to be a “simple but ‘telling’ message,” and it wants to send it to Trump with the hope that he would sign it into law. If Trump signs the bill, the congressional approval process would be the final step. The company is calling for the change to be processed by December 1,
the 180th anniversary of the US flag, but concedes that the timeline for approval will likely “settle in months, not years.” Serbini says the color purple has strong ties to the Marines and their flag, which was designed by Commandant David Dixon Porter in 1908. “Purple has always represented sacrifice and victory,” Serbini says. “If a flag is worthy of its past, it should be worthy of its future.”Q: Login form: Is it secure enough I have created a
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